
Mistake #3: Predictability! Are you giving it away?!

Like the young high school pitcher who unknowingly revealed his pitches 
to the hitter, is just one example of giving it away, but realistically, so do all 
pitchers at one time or another.  In fact, every pitcher has what is called a ‘tell’, 
which is a term you may have heard about from the poker world in that if 
someone has a good hand they will act differently than if they do not! In all 
actuality, pitchers have tells, but some are more dramatic than others! The 
following example illustrates how the three points of finding the right pitch, being 
taught the correct way, and not predicting or tipping off your pitches, essentially 
work together.

During ,y year-round pitching camp, a group of six high school pitchers 
(also position players) were in the county tournament that ran every Saturday for 
four weeks. So basically everybody’s number one pitcher was in the spotlight at 
some point and time during the tournament. 

Clearly, these guys were going up against one of the better pitchers who was 
throwing in the low 90s, and quite consistently! As a result, they had to figure out 
how they were going to beat him on his fastball or they were probably going to 
lose.  

So on the Sunday after they won the Saturday game, we sat down and watched 
videos of this pitcher. Within ten minutes, we had him figured out in that he 
pitched one way on a fastball, but on his curveball he arched his back, came over 
top, and pulled it all the way down. Needless to say it was easy to telegraph his 
curve ball. He didn't have a 3rd pitch When you’re a high school pitcher throwing 
in the 90s, you don’t need a 3rd pitch to win! (be he should have had one)

It was clear to these kids that this pitcher had a fastball, curveball, but the 
hitters spent too much time worrying about his fast ball that they didn’t consider 
his curve ball. Subsequently, these guys came up with a plan.

They set the machine to throw 92 mph fast balls. Unlike his fastball, the pitcher’s 
control was not as consistent with his curveball. Basically, he was throwing in the 
dirt or hanging it up there. The plan at that point was to take curveballs, and 
attack fastballs!



Bringing it all together

In review, the pitcher should not have thrown a curveball because in doing 
so he had to alter his delivery. It’s the same reason Randy Johnston shouldn’t be 
throwing the curveball. 

First, the pitcher didn’t have the right set of pitches (should have been a cutter, 
slider pitcher, which would have made him deadly if he could have kept that 
release point the same every time)! Secondly, the pitcher wasn’t taught how to 
throw a curveball correctly because had he received such instruction, the coach 
would have taught him a different pitch. Lastly, the pitcher was tipping his 
pitches, which means his physical form revealed to the hitter the type of upcoming 
pitch.

In all, this pitcher had to change so much about himself to get this done that 
it hurt him in the long run.  Tom make matters worse, anytime the count went 
0-2, he went to a curve ball (which was always a ball). He then went back to a fast 
ball every time (so predictable)!

End result: The crushed him. He was out in the 3rd inning. 
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